The following amendments to the Class Rules have been approved to be effective 11 July 2016.

**Rule A.11.2**  
**Amendment:** Add new rule to read as follows:  

A.11.2 Competitors chartering boats may use sails brought with them and shall be marked with the number shown on the World Sailing International Class building plaque of any hull still owned by them, on any boat owned by them or on any boat loaned or chartered for this event.

**Rule C.10.3(a)(v)(2)**  
**Amendment:** Add “of any hull still owned by them, on any boat owned by them or on any boat loaned or chartered for an event.” to the end of the rule such that the rule now reads as follows:  

(2) Otherwise, the sail number shall be that shown on the World Sailing hull plaque of any hull still owned by them, on any boat owned by them or on any boat loaned or chartered for an event.

END